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I wanna live the way we used to live 
I wanna have all the love we used to give
I’m reminded when I see your face 
another run another hide another chase

it’s been too damn long since I’ve fallen in love
I’m just waiting for you to come home
do you remember how I used to make you laugh
how I promised you would never feel alone

and I promised from my heart that you would never cry again 
but you were feeling like you needed to roam
still I’m reminded when I see your smiling face
another run another hide another chase

if I’ve been chasing down the stars trying to lighten your life 
you just laugh you just say what you will
there ain’t a man alive that can love you like I
there ain’t a thrill I can’t fulfill

and if I’m too damn bright and that don’t suit you right
I’m well rehearsed and I know overkill
Still I’m reminded when I see your smiling face
another run another hide another chase

and I felt like lying and I almost called off this game
I almost told you I was leaving but I knew it wouldn’t mean a thing
I wanna live the way we used to live
I wanna have all the love we used to give
we don’t seem to know to fall into place
another run another hide another chase

a cold wind blows so the story goes two people never find the need
they know what they want but they go with what they got
that ain’t ever been true with you and me

cause I know I’m what you want and I know I’m what you need
but you keep trying just to cut me free
still I’m reminded when I see your smiling face
another run another hide another chase 
another run another hide another chase
another run another hide another chase.


